Many internal organs change volume periodically. For example, the stomach accommodates ingested food and drink, the bladder stores urine, the heart fills with blood, and the lungs expand with every breath. Specialized peripheral sensory neurons function as mechanoreceptors that detect tissue stretch to infer changes in organ volume and then relay this information to the brain. Central neural circuits process this information and evoke perceptions (satiety, nausea), control physiology (breathing, heart rate), and impact behavior (feeding, micturition). Yet, basic questions remain about how neurons sense organ distension and whether common sensory motifs are involved across organs. Here, we review candidate mechanosensory receptors, cell types, and neural circuits, focusing on the stomach, bladder, and airways. Understanding mechanisms of organ stretch sensation may provide new ways to treat autonomic dysfunction.
Internal Organ Mechanosensation
Mechanosensory neurons detect a variety of forces. External sensory neurons detect forces in the environment, including those that elicit the sensations of touch, hearing, and mechanical pain. Recent advances have revealed key features of external mechanosensory neurons [1] , including the identities of some mechanically gated ion channels that function as sensory receptors [2] . Other internal sensory neurons detect a diversity of forces from within the body that can inform, for instance, about blood pressure changes in the vasculature, urine passing through the urethra, or esophageal expansion during swallowing. Other internal mechanosensory neurons function as proprioceptors or sense mechanical irritants that evoke cough, sneeze, gagging, or pain. This review article highlights a particular class of internal mechanosensory neurons specialized to inform on visceral organ volume changes.
Many organs, including the stomach, heart, lung, bladder, and intestine, periodically fill and empty while carrying out their normal physiological functions. Dedicated sensory neurons report on changes in organ volume to help orchestrate appropriate physiological and behavioral responses. While organ distension might seem like a common physical stimulus, there are unique features of volume sensing in different organs related to anatomy, filling rate, force vectors, and organ accommodation and mobility. For example, the bladder fills slowly with urine (liquid) over hours, the stomach fills during a meal (solid and/or liquid) in minutes, and the lungs fill with air (gas) in seconds. To accommodate differing physical parameters, sensory neurons in various organs can display highly specialized terminal morphologies and utilize distinct sensory receptors, although data remain limited in some systems. Perhaps the most progress towards understanding force sensation in internal organs has been made in the airways, with recent studies revealing an essential role for the mechanically gated ion channel Piezo2 [3] . Furthermore, stretch of different organs can evoke different physiological responses, and to achieve this, sensory neurons must engage appropriate neural circuits and be sensitive to distinct neuromodulators. The goal of this review article is to highlight common and unique features of stretch sensation in three different organs: bladder, stomach, and airways. We note that Highlights Sensory neurons detect stretch of bladder, stomach, and airways to inform on organ volume and enable appropriate physiological and behavioral responses.
Piezo2 mediates airway stretch sensation and the Hering-Breuer inspiratory reflex.
Stomach stretch is sensed by IGLE terminals between layers of stomach muscle.
Primary mechanoreceptors that underlie afferent nerve responses to bladder and stomach stretch sensation are unknown.
